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Proof of concept Work Plan for 2020  

Establish Proof of Concept by the End of 2020 

 Deliverability1 

(communities) 

Affordability2 

(products) 

Scalability3 

(replicable community models) 

Sustainability4 

Activities 

Build key missing areas of website (MS 

and user-interface (if possible also 

Universities, and Rehab) 

Run 1-3 model communities (TOM TLV) 

Run a model mini-network of 3 TOM 

Communities   

Prepare end-to-end playbook V3 

Develop the user-product-Makerspace 

interface on website 

Upgrade current  relevant documents into DPF  

Define the categories of TOM-Certified 

Makerspaces including ‘Basic Makerspace’ 

Define the basic package of materials in Basic 

Makerspace / Makeathon 

Categorize existing TOM solutions to the 

makerspace prioritizing Basic Square 

(Makerspace and Materials).  

Update the standard for DPF to reflect if ready 

for Basic Package / Makerspace 

Create a manual (annex to Playbook) for 

design in extreme affordability (like scanner) 

Manual + Execute on TOM@Rehab 

Pilot the dissemination models of 

‘democratization’ and Small Batch 

Manufacturing (SBM) 

Pilot ‘Amazon Cart’ model for DPFs 

Pilot and Model TOM@University  

Pilot and model TOM@Rehab 

Pilot + model the TOM / Makerspace 

presence  

Write the relevant section of the TOM 

Playbook for makerspaces + covenant 

with makerspaces 

Create web section and annex to 

playbook for TOM@University and 

TOM@Rehab. 

Prioritize the key areas of playbook and 

make them accessible 

Model TOM@Makerspace at Impact 

Labs 

 

To identify potential crowd-sourcing 

mission-consistent revenue-generation 

sources and to operationalize on some 

of them.  

For TOM Communities:  

-  A playbook for all categories of fund-

raising.  

-  Resource-development opportunities 

for TOM Communities.. 

Global strategic partnerships 

Consolidated package of freemium + 

premium support to TOM Communities, 

beginning with universities. 

Create matrix for following how much 

money is raised by communities.  

Outputs 

V3 Playbook  

TOM Website with new sections on 

makerspaces + user interface. 

TOM Community Level Dashboard 

50 TOM Solutions delivered by TOM 

Global / Israel  

Definition: Basic MS / Materials, Basic Square 

20 DPFs on the TOM Website 

Annex to Playbook on design in extreme 

affordability (raw materials and machines) + 

onboarding of Makerspace.  

Catalog of TOM Materials (Amazon Cart) + 

Makerspace machines 

Create matrix that follows affordability    

TOM@University TOM@Rehab website + 

playbook sections.  

4 TOM@Univ pledged for + 6 new ones 

 

Playbook for resource development for 

TOM Communities.  

A revenue-generation effort to TOM 

Global.  



 

Outcomes  

One model City community (TOM:City 

(TLV) or TOM@University (UMich?) 

1 model mini-network of 3 TOM Com  

Platform/process supporting the full 

TOM Process 

Ability to close the circle of product-

user-Makerspace 

MILBAT / Mt Sinai ‘digitized’ => Library of TOM 

Solutions (DPFs grows much faster) 

TOM@Rehab modeled including MOU  

Decreasing cost per product DPF 

Onboarding of Makerspaces happening  

Existing TOM Solutions categorized for MS  

Growing number and quality of 

communities  

Growth of TOM-Certified Makerspace 

Mt Sinai and Milbat are model 

communities  

TOM Solution disseminated by TOM 

Communities  

Revenue-generation from scale.  

TOM Communities are more financially 

resilient and contribute to TOM Global.  

Effect Proof of deliverability Proof of affordability Proof of scalability Proof of sustainability  

 

 

Endnotes 

(1) Deliverability = TOM Process i.e. that geographically-anchored TOM Communities in cities, universities and corporations, and creating and delivering affordable solutions 

(TOM Products) to users. 

 

(2) Affordability = TOM Process and TOM Communities (1) create innovative solutions that are either new or very affordable compared to existing market alternatives; (2) TOM 

Products are delivered (manufactured by makerspaces) to users by TOM Communities on a much lower cost compared to existing market alternatives or where no such 

products existed. 

 

(3) Scalability = As TOM grows (1) TOM Products are delivered at an exponentially growing numbers; (2) TOM Communities can be launched and supported at a decreasing cost. 

 

(4) Sustainability = (1) TOM Communities (e.g. TOM: Vietnam) are self-sustaining; (2) The global TOM Movement generates revenues for TOM Global that allow TOM to grow, 

while being decreasingly dependent on philanthropy. 


